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1.2.2 crack installThe UK's

Brexit Secretary says the UK
is ready to create new "gold

standard" services post-
Brexit, alongside those

offered by US and Australian
companies. Dominic Raab

said there was an
"understanding between the
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UK and the EU" that both
would be offered as "premium

services," as he confirmed
two announcements in just
over 30 hours on Tuesday.
First, that Airbus and Rolls-
Royce had both said they'd
stay in the UK post-Brexit.

Then, that after a trade deal,
tax arrangements with the EU

would be eased. He told
reporters: "There is an

understanding between us
and the European
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Commission and EU that both
parties will be providing high-
end premium services. "And

then there is also an
understanding in the talks

with the EU of the removal of
the backstop from the

Withdrawal Agreement - that
is a commitment. That is a

commitment that both parties
will be providing." Asked

whether it was the case that
the E.U. would have to take
certain advantages from the
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UK's position, he replied: "I
don't think so, because of

course we are talking about
an agreement between two
democratic member states."
But when asked about the UK
negotiating a trade deal with

the U.S. that would cover
services - the most complex
part of the negotiations - he
said he was "confident" that

the UK could achieve a
successful outcome.Q:
openstack deployment
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component how to get the
machine id for images if I
didn't install any type of

openstack services I have
created a deployment

component in juju. I use the
openstack-base bundle. juju

deploy --repository=/home/de
ployer/repos/deployer-

openstack-base.yaml --revisio
n=67-9f61dc98b9e4e33af921
1db923d8b90 --to openstack I
want to get the machine id of

the machine created in
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openstack cloud. I have seen
openstack services code and I
cant get anything. I just want
to get some hint how to get
the machine id or machine

name of the machine created
in openstack cloud to use it
later. Any ideas? Thank you
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